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Dive In Festival rallies insurance leaders
By Natalie Warren
On the heels of a successful inaugural Dive In Festival for
Diversity & Inclusion in Insurance, held in London in 2015, the
Sydney insurance community has come together to bring Dive In
to Sydney.
The festival will run across ten locations in Asia Pacific, Europe
and North America, from 27 to 29 September 2016, and will
feature over 45 events which will take place in 16 cities globally.
This year the themes covered at the global Dive In Festival
include amongst others multicultural diversity, gender diversity,
LGBTI and workability, which covers both physical and mental
health.
Sydney will be the first city to kick off the festival with platinum
sponsor XL Catlin and event co-sponsors Aon and Norton Rose
Fulbright holding a gender diversity discussion panel followed by
networking drinks.
Day two will see Willis Towers Watson host an event focusing on
people who are LGBTI (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, and/or
intersex) in the workplace, our industry and our community,
and, GSA Insurance Brokers and JLT will host an event
celebrating Multiculturalism in Australia accompanied by an
exclusive viewing of Martin Sharp’s Artwork.
On Day three, DUAL Australia and co-sponsor Marsh will host a
cooking demonstration at QBE Australia’s head office,
incorporating discussion about the importance of mental health
awareness, and, to close the festival, Lloyd’s Australia will host
an ‘expo’ style networking function focusing on physical
disabilities.
All events are open to everyone who works in the insurance
industry to attend free of charge with prior registration via the
website or app for iPhone and Android.
Details and registration for all events can be found here.
Or contact Marina Estephan on +61 02 8298 0700
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Under the Spotlight: Ilan Leas
By Ilan Leas

Ilan Leas is the Head of Marketing at Pacific Life Re and
Convener of the Life Insurance and Wealth Management
Practice Committee. Ilan loves watching horror movies late into
the night and thinks he would be one of the world’s experts on
zombies if an apocalypse happens. Read on as Ilan gives us an
insight into his personal and inspirational professional life.

In my spare time I like to run and the more adventurous the
better (have done the Toughmudder a couple of times) but in
the last few years have slowed down my appetite for pain. My
preference now is for the safety of a couch, imagining I’m
running from zombies.
Last book I read I recently skim read a book on time
management. Prior to that, with two young kids, the last book I
read feels like years ago but my favourite author is Malcolm
Gladwell.
Favourite films My wife and I are (sadly) big superhero movie
fans. I think it runs in the family as my daughter (7) wants to
grow up and be a mermaid when she is older.
My passion I’m most passionate about my family (my son is 8,
daughter is 7 and I’m still crazy about my wife who happens to
be another actuary). I also get excited where there

is an opportunity to do things differently.
Not many people know this but I get nervous talking in front of
crowds. Given my role, this is unusual but I do it each time to
prove that I can.
If I hadn’t become an actuary, I would be a chef. I don’t think I
have all the talent but love the creativity and fun of cooking. In
the midst of exams when I first started studying, I almost gave it
all up to work in a kitchen.
Why and how I became an actuary. Back in the day, I had no
clue what an actuary was but knew a few people who had
started to study it. I went for my first interview for a bursary
where the interviewer told me that an actuary spends about 75%
of their time talking to other people and I knew the career was
for me. I didn’t get that bursary but at the next interview when I
was asked the same question, I confidently told them that it was
all about talking to other people – I think that was what got me
over the line.
My work history. I studied in South Africa, working my entire
time for Old Mutual in Johannesburg and Cape Town. From there
we moved to the UK where I worked for Swiss Re (Life) and later
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BNP Paribas (GI) before moving to Australia where I re-joined
Swiss Re and later Pacific Life Re

new country, very different new job or even some time off
between jobs.

What I find most interesting about my current role. I joined
Pacific Life Re to be a part of starting up a new reinsurer in
Australia. Starting with a blank page of paper and getting to
work every day with some of the smartest people I’ve come
across has been a real privilege. Thinking about how we can
make a difference is the most interesting part of my day.

If I won the lot
lottery,
tery, I’d just have enough to pay off half my
mortgage in Sydney.

Contact Ilan: Ilan.leas@pacificlifere.com

My role’s greatest challenges. Building a brand and helping to
develop a strategy that differentiates us are two of the biggest
challenges for a new company and the marketing team’s role is
to facilitate both of these components (along with bringing in
some business occasionally). More broadly, close to 40 people
have come together within 1 year which has been an amazing
case study in terms of how to build teams, how to build a culture
and how to effectively deliver to clients.
Who has been the big
biggest
gest influence on my career (and
why). Years back I had a mentor who honestly challenged me to
put down on paper, where I wanted to go in the next two job
moves and what skills I needed to facilitate those moves. I
ended up leaving her company as a result (I’m not sure whether
she regretted having so honest a discussion) and still to this day
I put huge value having someone in your corner that can be
honest about your career choices and challenge you to be clear
around the long term goals.
My proudest career achievement to date was being part of an
amazing team that got through the Group Risk loss period in
2013-2014. I still look back at those years as the period where I
learnt the most about myself (keeping positive in the face of a
bad situation), about others (how we all deal with stress and
emotion in a crisis) and the importance of thinking about our
end policyholders (the reason we are in business).
When I retire, my legacy will have nothing to do with the deals I
did at work which will be long forgotten.

Wh
Why
y I’m proud to be an actuary
actuary.. This is an easy
one. I get to work with people smarter than me, no task is ever
the same, I’m talking to colleagues every day about difficult
challenges and creative solutions and I’m part of a profession
that has a phenomenal brand in the community even though noone knows what we actually do. And I get to have fun doing what
I enjoy.
The most valuable skill an actuary can possess is the ability to
ask questions. I think that the exam process humbles us and
means that actuaries realise that they don’t know everything.
At least once in their life, I think every actuary should take a
massive risk and have some adventure. This could be living in a
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Appointed or C-Suite?
By Lindsay Smartt
Institute President Lindsay Smartt shares some thoughts on the
current review of the Appointed Actuary role.
The submission the Institute will make to APRA is of enormous
importance for a number of reasons. APRA will likely place high
value on the views which the profession expresses to it. A
significant portion of our membership work in teams supporting
or related to the Appointed Actuary (AA) role for life, general and
private health insurers, not to mention the AAs themselves.
These reviews are infrequent so it represents an important
opportunity to influence for improved outcomes.
First some housekeeping.
1. These are my personal views. The Actuaries Institute
submission to APRA will be on behalf of Members and so
won’t necessarily coincide with my personal views (though of
course it would be pleasing to me if there was alignment).
2. I am not commenting on the many important components of
the AA role and APRA’s discussion paper, rather choosing to
focus on one particular aspect.
3. The APRA AA review, whilst covering both life and general
insurance AA roles, had its impetus from issues in the life
insurance sector. In this article, I focus on the life insurance
AA role. However, I believe my comments are also of
relevance to the other sectors.
4. I make some comments about company structures and
actuarial roles which are contrary to some actual structures in
place. In no way should this article be interpreted as a
comment on the suitability of the structure in any particular
company nor should it be taken as a comment on the
incumbents in the actuarial roles.
My motivation in addressing the AA topic in this article is to not
only share my own views, but to prompt you into reflecting on
this very important topic for our profession and expressing your
views. The Working Group which is drafting the Actuaries
Institute submission to APRA is keen to hear Members’ views.
You can contact the Working Group through the Institute or
through the relevant practice committee. The submission is due
in less than a month so your contribution should be made soon.
Trang Duncanson, Chief Editor of Actuaries Digital, has published
her initial thoughts and included links to some other views.

My own views have developed as I have thought long and hard
about this role, the challenges and concerns that have motivated
APRA to act and the views expressed by a wide range of
stakeholders over considerable time.
APRA has stated aspirations for the role including:
• necessary seniority and authority;
• serious board engagement; and
• contribute strategically at executive level.
A view has been expressed that some or all of the above may
not be occurring to the extent expected by APRA, hence the
need for the change.
One option, though I am not advocating it, is for APRA to
mandate that the AA is a direct report of the CEO. This was
considered by the Life Appointed Actuaries Task Force in framing
the Actuaries Institute’s earlier submission to APRA but was not
a recommendation. It was also raised in the discussion at the
Insights session on 18 July when APRA presented on their recent
Discussion Paper.
Another crucial role, which APRA has relatively recently
articulated in prudential standard CPS 220, is the Chief Risk
Officer (CRO). The CRO is the designated head of the risk
management function.
Previously all life insurers had a Chief Actuary who typically
reported to the CEO. Of more importance than the formal
reporting line was the role the Chief Actuary played. The Chief
Actuary had the necessary seniority, authority, serious board
engagement and strategic contribution, that today APRA is
requiring.
Over time many or most companies replaced the Chief Actuary
title with the AA title.
Subtle though this change has been and minor in terms of
replacing the word “Chief” with “Appointed”, I am of the view
that this change has been a contributor to the “decline” in
seniority / influence from this key actuarial role. The focus
somehow shifted to the listed duties of the AA and hence
complying with prudential standards rather than the needed
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senior, authoritative, strategic contribution at senior executive
and board level.
So why not bring back the Chief Actuary title as a response to
the requirement in the Life Insurance Act for each company to
have an actuary appointed for the purpose of senior,
authoritative and strategic contribution?
Some companies decided to either retain the Chief Actuary in
the title of their AA or move again to have a Chief Actuary
position separate from the AA role. In fact, the AA might report
to the Chief Actuary.
Let’s think about whether this is the desired or best outcome.
Having a Chief Actuary and another person fulfilling the AA role
begs the question whether the AA under that model has
sufficient seniority / strategic input when there is another more
senior actuary (Chief Actuary title) in the structure. Almost by
definition the Chief Actuary under such a model is the senior,
authoritative, strategically engaged actuary which is needed in
the company and which APRA is requiring (but from the AA).

It is interesting to note that Europe has the concept of the
actuarial function. At least one contributor to the recent
Insights discussion on the topic questioned the difference in
regulatory construct between the CRO and the AA.
I am strongly of the view that in order to realise the key roles
and responsibilities for the Life Insurance Act section 93 Actuary,
not only in terms of APRA expectations but most importantly
from the company’s and the profession’s perspective, that
position should be the Chief Actuary.
Structuring the specification for the regulatory actuarial
requirements in terms of a designated actuarial function led by
a Chief Actuary is I believe an alternative that should be
seriously considered.

If we look at the regulatory requirement for senior,
authoritative, strategic actuarial influence and executive
contribution which APRA require of the AA and recast it using
the language of CPS 220 (simply for purposes of an alternative
construct) then it might look like this, as an example.

A life company must have a designated actuarial
function that, at a minimum: ……
The actuary appointed (section 93 of the Life
Insurance Act) by the company, referred to as the
Chief Actuary, is responsible for the designated
actuarial function.
Under this model it follows that the roles and responsibilities of
the AA, either currently or as expressed by APRA in its discussion
paper, could be expressed as roles and requirements of the
actuarial function without requiring them specifically of the
person occupying the role of Chief Actuary.
I believe there are a number of benefits to this setup of the
actuarial function and Chief Actuary as a replacement for the AA,
providing improved outcomes for companies.
1. This would provide more likelihood of companies having
suitably senior / authoritative appointments to the Chief
Actuary position, whether it was a direct report of the CEO or
not.
2. It would enable the most senior / authoritative actuarial role
in the company to be the one that executive leadership and
Board look to while fulfilling the Life Insurance Act
requirements.
3. It provides a much-needed step change in definition, to help
set up the role for future success, in reality as well as in
appearance.
4. It would go a long way to alleviating the widely held view that
the volume of (current) AA responsibilities is extreme.
5. It is a more contemporary outworking of management
structures which, while making accountability and
responsibility clear (with the Chief Actuary), the roles and
requirements are those of the actuarial function and not one
individual.
6. Present concerns with ability to delegate would be addressed.
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Under the spotlight: Don Johnstone
By Don Johnstone
Director at Deloitte, Don Johnstone simply describes himself as
a global citizen with a thirst for adventure. Read on to find out
about his interesting hobbies, impressive work experience and
personal thoughts.

The last book I read (and when)
when)...Islam and the Future of
Tolerance by Sam Harris and Maajid Nawaz and The Secret
Chord by Geraldine Brooks (last month).
My favourite artist/album/film
artist/album/film...Salvador Dali / Masterblasters
(by Victoria Police Pipe Band) / One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest.
The person II’d
’d most like to cook for
for...is Muhammad Yunus who
has done so much for so many.
I’m most passionate about
about…setting Personal Bests.
What gets my goat
goat…the wide-spread obsession with trivial
details about the rich and famous.
I’d like to be br
brave
ave enough to
to…spend a month in a monastery
with no access to the outside world.
In my life II’m
’m planning to change
change…my investments, and follow
the advice that I readily give others but don’t get around to
following myself.
Not many people know this but II…was Chairman of Sevenoaks
Swimming Club for several years and helped guide them to
become one of the most successful swimming clubs in the south
of England.
Four words that sum me up
up… calm, tolerant, adventurous, listloving.

My favourite ener
energetic
getic pursuit
pursuit...Kayaking long distances. I’m
planning to paddle the Hawkesbury Canoe Classic in October
and the Franklin River in November.

The sport I most like to watch
watch...Tour de France, and of course the
Olympics.
My interesting/quirky hobbies
hobbies...I play the bagpipes.
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Why and how I became an actuary
actuary... I was looking for a holiday
job as a brickie’s labourer when I noticed that under B for
brickie’s labourer was C for Chandler Recruiting who were hiring
an actuarial student. When I interviewed with Mark Turner he
asked if I drank. After a pause I said Yes, and I think that sealed
the deal for both of us.
Where I studied to become an actuary and qualifications
obtained
obtained... I took all my exams by correspondence while
working at Tillinghast.
My work history
history...I started with Tillinghast in 1990 in life
insurance then moved to general insurance after 5 years,
transferred to Hartford, USA and then to Philadelphia; then four
years at Aon Re in Sydney; three years at IAG as Head Actuary of
Business Partnerships; six years at KPMG in London and now I’m
at Deloitte in Sydney.

Don with his kids after the City to Surf

What I find most interesting about my current role
role...is the
opportunity to pursue my own ideas, particularly around
evolving technology and the impact that might have on financial
services and on society.

My best advice for younger actuaries
actuaries…is to dream up an
amazing idea and discuss it with anyone who will listen.

My role’s greatest challenge
challenge... is deciding which idea not to
pursue.

When I retire, my legacy will be
be…that I had fun being an
actuary.

The most valuable skill an actuary can possess is …the ability to
talk to non-actuaries.

Who has been the big
biggest
gest influence on my career (and why)
why)...my
father who scoured the globe to feed my insatiable appetite for
maths puzzles.
My proudest career achievement to date is …having worked as
an actuary in five continents.
10 years from now, I will be …living and working in Vietnam and
learning to play the đàn bầu.
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Playing the bagpipes at an IAG Christmas party
Why II’m
’m proud to be an actuary
actuary…because our approach to
problem-solving is different and reliable enough to grab the
attention of just about anyone with a risk-related problem.
If I were President of the Institute, one thing I would improve
is
is…the Part 1 syllabus to include more relevant data analytics
techniques.
At least once in their life, every actuary should
should…do a job
completely disconnected from their day job so as to give them a
different perspective. I learnt a lot about life by working in an
abattoir.
If I could tr
travel
avel back in time I would
would…get to know my mother
when she was a girl and learn how she became such a wonderful
adult.
If I won the lot
lottery,
tery, I would
would…keep doing much as I am now, but
spread the love a little wider.

Contact Don: djohnstone@deloitte.com.au
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2016 GI Glimpse seminar highlights
By Lisa Ye
Following its success last year, the Actuaries Institute hosted the
GI Glimpse seminar for the second time on 3 August 2016.
Targeted towards the Institute’s younger members working in
the general insurance industry, this half-day seminar aims to
provide a snapshot of the topical issues currently faced by the
general insurance industry. This year, the seminar focused on
three topics: innovation, data analytics and cyber risk.

designing experiments to test which future disruptions are
worth pursuing.

With over 100 delegates and presenters in the room, our very
own CEO, David Bell, opened the seminar to a packed
audience. Natasha De Souza
Souza, Senior Manager at Ernst & Young,
was our Master of Ceremonies and did a fantastic job facilitating
the sessions and Q&A throughout the day.

Speakers of the first Plenary session: Data driven decisions,
Hugh Miller, Chris Dolman and Chao Qiao

GI Glimpse facilitator Natalie De Souza with keynote speaker
Ron Arnold and Actuaries Institute CEO, David Bell

In the face of an increasingly dynamic world, organisations are
forced to adapt and innovate in order to remain competitive.
The keynote ‘The 7 E’s of Innovation
Innovation’’ by speaker Ron Arnold
Arnold,
Group General Manager of the Ventures function at IAG,
discusses the key to successful corporate innovation: explore,
envision, experiment, embrace, extend, endure and endorse.
Drawing upon events throughout history and his personal
experiences, Ron addressed the need for organisations to be
proactive, not reactive, about change. In particular, actuaries
play an important role when it comes to exploring disruptions in
the industry, envisioning what the future could look like, and

The first plenary, ‘Data Driven Decisions – The W
Way
ay of the
Future’
Future’, was sponsored by PricewaterhouseCoopers
PricewaterhouseCoopers. Chris
Dolman
Dolman, General Manager of Data Analytics at IAG, opened the
plenary with an introduction into data driven analytics. As
organisations start investing more into big data, the challenge
for actuaries is how we can take advantage of this trend and add
value in other less traditional areas. Hugh Miller
Miller, an Actuary at
Taylor Fry, followed with a high-level discussion on the software
and tools available for data analytics. From desktop to cloud,
Excel to Hadoop, one-way tables to neural networks, Hugh
impressed us all with his extensive knowledge on all things
technical. As the final speaker of the plenary, PwC Actuary Chao
Qiao took us through his research into behavioural economics
and his case study into workers compensation. Chao
emphasised that people act irrationally and organisations which
miss irrational behavioural patterns will continue to experience
shortfalls in their models. Overall, the plenary was filled with
humour from all speakers and provided an excellent overview of
where data analytics is heading and the opportunities available
for actuaries in this space.
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Konstantinidis from the
organising committee

Sponsors Sententia and PwC
with CEO David Bell

Tony Vizza, Susie Amos and Chris MacKinnon, speakers of
Plenary two: Emergent Risks, New Opportunities

Plenary two, ‘Cyber: Emer
Emergent
gent Risks, New Opportunities
Opportunities’’,
followed after afternoon tea and was sponsored by
Sententia
Sententia. Tony Vizza is the Sales & Marketing Director at
Sententia and opened the discussion into cyber risk with a
discussion around the growing rate of cyber crime. The annual
cost of cyber crime is estimated to be between $380bn and
$570bn globally, which isn’t hard to believe after Tony explained
how easy it is to hack into any system. Chris Mackinnon
Mackinnon, the
Country Manager for Lloyd’s Australia Limited, continued the
discussion with a look into how we can risk rate cyber crime. In
particular, Chris delved into a case study for a theoretical
“Business Blackout” (an extreme but plausible cyber crime
event), including the various stages for a blackout and the
aftermath. The plenary closed with an exploration into the
challenges and opportunities insurers face when it comes to
cyber insurance by Susie Amos
Amos, Principal at Finity. It was eyeopening to gauge just how quickly cyber risk has emerged, but
it’s also full of opportunities for actuaries to play an important
role when it comes to managing this risk.
The day ended with mingling over drinks, as the delegates got to
know each other a little better and shared their thoughts about
the day’s discussions. It was a great way to finish off the
seminar and we all took away some valuable insights.
On behalf of the Organising Committee, I would like to give a
warm thank you to all the presenters for sharing their time with
us, as well as Liz Gemmell from the Institute’s events team for
her seamless execution of the seminar. Such events are
particularly important for engaging our younger members and I
look forward to seeing more delegates at next year’s GI Glimpse!

Liz Gemmel from the events
team with Lisa Ye, Kris
McCullough and Bill
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The Objective of Superannuation - letters to the
Editor
By Geoff Dunsford and Andrew Boal
Geoff Dunsford gives his opinion on feedback the Institute
provided to the Government on its March Discussion Paper on
the Objective of Superannuation. Andrew Boal, Convenor of the
Institute's Superannuation Practice Committee (SPC), replies
below.
The Actuaries Institute letter of April 6 provided feedback to the
Discussion Paper released by the Government on March 9 in
relation to the Objective of Superannuation.
The Superannuation system has evolved over many years and
the objective of each of its elements for the community,
together with its relationship with the Age Pension may be
presented as:
* The Objective of Super
Superannuation
annuation is to provide income in
retirement.

* The Objective of tax concessions for Super
Superannuation
annuation is to
encour
encourage
age saving for retirement.
* The Objective of the Age Pension is to provide a safety net for
those whose income sources in retirement are considered
inadequate.
* The Objective of the Super
Superannuation
annuation Guar
Guarantee
antee system is to
provide a base for employees to manage their own retirement
savings and to reduce the cost of future Age Pensions.
The Actuaries Institute letter suggested that one of the
objectives of superannuation should be “To supplement the Age
Pension in order to provide a combined level of income that
allows Australians to live a dignified retirement”.
This statement suggests that the Age Pension is a fixed
(universal) amount, whereas for most people on retirement, and
for many years after, it will only be a part pension they receive.
This is provided in accordance with the Means Test rules then
current and there are no guarantees how these might change
from time to time – for then existing pensioners as well as new
ones. To suggest that a part pension is the primary element in
the superannuation system is arguably misleading.

A further point is that it is the objective of the Superannuation
Industry to persuade individuals to provide for a “dignified”
retirement. The Government merely provides the legislative
framework for the encouragement of this objective.
Andrew Boal, Convenor of the Actuaries Institute's SPC,
response
I can confirm that the Actuaries Institute statement does not
suggest the Age Pension is a fixed (universal) amount as we
clearly understand and agree that for most people on
retirement, they will only be eligible for a part pension. Also, the
Actuaries Institute has not suggested that the part pension will
be the primary element in the superannuation system.
As the statement says - the objective of super
superannuation
annuation is to
supplement the Age Pension (whether it be a part or full pension
amount at various stages of life) in order to provide a combined
level of income
income, (after all, it is the combined level that will
determine a person’s standard of living) that allows Austr
Australians
alians
to live a dignified retirement (we wouldn’t want to advocate less
than a dignified retirement, and anything more than that is up to
the individual to choose).
I would encourage interested Members to have a look at the
Actuaries Institute submission on the Objective of
Superannuation.
On page one of that submission, directly above our statement
on what the objective of superannuation should be, we state
that:

Research also shows that, based on the Age Pension means tests
that will apply from 1 January 2017, saving a sufficient amount
of superannuation to avoid qualifying for any Age Pension
payments during the period from age 67 up to life expectancy
will be beyond most Australians. Superannuation will therefore
act as a supplement to improve their standard of living in
retirement.
Further, on page two the submission says that:
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The Institute’s ‘For richer, for poorer’ White Paper revealed that
there is a strong reliance on the Age Pension for half of the
population. It comprises 93% of retirement income for those in
the bottom 5% income bracket and 44% for ‘middle Australia’.
Significantly, although those in the top quartile income bracket
will achieve a comfortable retirement, many will still qualify for
at least a part-Age Pension at some stage during their lifetime.
Single women are likely to experience the worst outcomes under
the current system.
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Better Recovery through Neuroscience
By Robert Aurbach

An understanding of basic neuroplasticity could help make our
worker’s compensation claims systems less harmful and more
sustainable. Rob Aurbach outlines his award-winning research
paper.
Workers' Compensation has been premised on a social bargain
between workers and employers. Workers get a no-fault
recovery scheme with benefits designed to provide assistance
during the healing period so that they can return to work.
Employers get limitations on their risk exposure that make it
insurable at a reasonable cost, and get their trained and
experienced workers back to work. That's what's supposed to
happen. We have spent significant effort at cost control and
reductions, sometimes with good results when measured solely
by premium cost. But our efforts have not provided the benefit
of the bargain to many workers or their employers.
Return to work rates have been essentially flat across Australia
for almost two decades, despite falling physical injury rates.
Some jurisdictions that have achieved a high degree of control
over their premium costs have also experienced disability
durations that are significantly higher than the Australian mean.
There is growing evidence that secondary psychological

harm, experienced as a result of going through the
compensation system, is causing sufficient increases in duration
and complexity to be a candidate for our largest cost driver. It
seems beyond reasonable dispute that advice that focuses solely
on the economic performance of injury recovery schemes is
insufficient to fulfil the social bargain for either injured workers
or employers.

“Just as we learn to play sport, or music through practice, we
learn to connect the experiences of being in an injury recovery
system in a way that may associate negativity, pain and a
profound sense of loss of personal control with normal claims
handling experiences.”
Hospital administrators have known for years that the medical
environment is capable of causing exacerbation of illness or
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sequelae to the original complaint. Hospitals have shaped their
operational protocols to limit and control these harmful
outcomes. Similarly, compensation schemes have the ability to
exacerbate original injuries or facilitate secondary illness or
injury that greatly extends the duration of disability and
accounts for a significant percentage of long tail, high cost
claims. Understanding and preventing system created harm in
compensation schemes makes both economic and social sense.
"Better Recovery Through Neuroscience" offers an explanation
of the process by which people with claims in compensation
systems may become further injured. The paper looked at the
process by which we learn all of our complex behaviours,
including basic skills, habits and even our beliefs. It then applies
this understanding of basic human neuroplasticity to the
compensation environment.

commonly accompany injury. If this kind of pattern of
associations is repeated sufficiently, it becomes habitual,
resulting in chronic pain, loss of the injured person's identity as
a worker and constant stimulation of the sense of loss of control
The range of human reactions to an overwhelming loss of a
sense of personal control include disengagement, secondary
psychological injury and adaption of a new view of self that
makes more sense of the experiences – which often leads to the
adoption of the persona of a disabled person. These are the
claims that could have gotten better, but instead have become
long duration and high cost systemic failures.
This understanding of basic neuroplasticity allows us to reexamine our claims systems with an eye to making them less
harmful and more sustainable. We can recommend
modification of the behaviour of claims staff, changing the
experience of being in the system to reduce the unnecessary
repetition of negative messages and preventing them from
becoming entrenched. We can recommend claims management
systems that allow more choice preserving the vital sense of
personal control of the recovering person. We can create
systems, such as medical certificates that focus on capacity,
rather than incapacity; that guide stakeholder activities in ways
that are not causing additional harm.

“The problem is that none of the research has given us enough
understanding of what is happening to create resilience training
that is useful across a range of personality types.”
There is a flip side to system-created harm. Two people with
similar injuries can go through the same compensation system
under similar circumstances and have widely varying outcomes.
What makes these people different? We know that some people
"bounce back" from adversity better than others. We have
named this trait "resilience" and we have studied some of the
characteristics that are present in resilient people. The problem
is that none of the research has given us enough understanding
of what is happening to create resilience training that is useful
across a range of personality types. Different techniques work
for some, while no technique works seems acceptable to all.
The neuroplastic approach to understanding disability discussed
in "Better Recovery through Neuroscience" also reveals the
working mechanism underlying resilience. Much of the
repetition necessary to create secondary harm takes place
through the mechanism of self-talk. The injured person may
repeat the "you'll never work again" message to a partner, some
friends and the claims manager, but the bulk of the repetition
occurs when he or she is ruminating on the situation and
inability to take control over it. With sufficient repetition, the
message becomes our belief and expectation. The person that
ought to be actively recovering instead sinks into a passive
victim's role waiting for others to fix him or her.
In any given instant, all of our thoughts, sensations and
emotions are processed together in the brain. This process is
necessary to allow us to selectively focus attention. Most of the
time those connections between those thoughts, emotions and
sensations are recycled by the brain. But if those groupings are
repeated sufficiently, the connections between brain cells
physically change, becoming more durable, faster, more
automatic and less subject to conscious control. The association
becomes "habitual". Just as we learn to play sport, or music
through practice, we learn to connect the experiences of being
in an injury recovery system in a way that may associate
negativity, pain and a profound sense of loss of personal control
with normal claims handling experiences. The injured worker
who hears from a doctor or lawyer that "you'll never work again"
may come to associate this message with other things in the
claims environment, such as economic pressures, tensions at
home and the anxiety pain and sense of loss of control that
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The way that we talk to ourselves also colours the messages we
perceive and acts as a perceptual "filter" impacting what
messages we take from the environment. The ability to quiet,
change or modulate self-talk about negative messages is the
ability to prevent the repetition that makes it habitual. What we
call the ability to "bounce back" is really the ability to keep bad
messages from the environment from becoming repeated
enough to become a problem. Control the self-talk and both
workplace upsets and the experience of compensation systems
is much more tolerable.
The push-back we see with various resilience strategies comes
from the fact that there are many different strategies for
controlling self-talk. People use their beliefs, their ability to
reframe, their ability to busy the mind with other things and the
ability to distance the mind from unpleasantness to accomplish
the same overall goal. Different people feel more comfortable
with different strategies, and uncomfortable approaches are
generally not "practiced" enough to become habitual and
automatic. Fortunately, it's relatively easy to test people for
their preferred resilience skills and offer training in a skill set
that "fits" the individual. This understanding of resilience and its
role in compensation schemes is discussed in the companion
article to "Better Recovery", called "Recalibrating Resilience”.
Neuroscience has given us the tools to understand how to make
our compensation systems work better for both the person in
recovery and for premium payers. By facilitating the
implementation of better practices to address the problems of
unnecessary disability and secondary psychological overlay, we
can improve lives as well as the bottom line.
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Insurers in Quest of the Perfect Heart Attack
Definition
By Andres Webersinke
Earlier this year Australian life insurers were in the spotlight,
allegedly using “out-dated” medical definitions in their Trauma
policies. As a consequence, many insurers review(ed) their
medical definitions and claims management practices, with
particular focus on the definition for heart attack.

Globally, clinical experts agreed on a universal definition for the
diagnosis of a myocardial infarction (MI), also known as heart
attack. Its key criterion is the detection of a rise and/or fall of
cardiac biomarker values with at least one value above the 99th
percentile upper reference limit (URL).

The idea of Trauma insurance is simple. Insurers promise
financial relief when the insured suffers a familiar medical
condition that is dreaded (hence the earlier name of Dread
Disease insurance). These conditions were easy to define and
grey areas were minimal. This has changed in just a couple of
decades. The goal of treating patients as early as possible
resulted in ever-improving diagnostics, changing definitions and
classifications of medical conditions. The insurer relies on
definitions being robust enough to offer sustainable premium
rates and objective for claims assessment, but still offer
transparency to customers and advisers concerning the level of
cover.

This requirement looks objective on the face of it. However, this
seemingly simple requirement has limitations and the level of
interpretation that is required before an MI can be finally
diagnosed is not insignificant. The most recent (fifth) generation
of cTn assays (tests) are known as high sensitive assays (hs-cTn)
and detect troponin in more than half of healthy individuals.

Although medical definitions are part of an insurance contract,
suggesting an absolute meaning, the insurer’s claims philosophy
must address questions such as, “What is intended to be
covered?” or “Is the condition covered even if not all claims
criteria are fully met?”
In the case of heart attacks, it is tempting to follow the clinical
definition. But this still requires interpretation, not only by
insurers but also clinicians.
Clinical diagnosis and definition of myocardial infarction
Clinicians are challenged when a patient arrives at an emergency
department with typical symptoms of a heart attack that may
well turn out to be indigestion only. A quick diagnosis with the
aim of providing the best treatment and minimising waste of
resources is critical. This is often based on symptoms and more
or less abnormal Electrocardiography (ECG) results. To achieve
this, clinicians need a reliable test that helps them to quickly rule
out a possibly life-threatening condition, and cardiac troponin
(cTn) has been recommended as the preferred biomarker for
this purpose.

Key issues with troponin and the universal definition of heart
at
attack
tack
Guidelines
Clinicians use guidelines to diagnose and utilise the right
treatment option. Guidelines include specific algorithms to assist
clinicians in predicting with some certainty whether a patient
suffers a heart attack or not. These algorithms change with new
cTn assays and research findings.
Upper reference limit
The URL depends on the chosen assay and on how the assay
manufacturer defined the healthy reference population.
Differences by gender and race exist but are often not applied.
Also, different studies recommend different URLs for the same
assay. In other words, clinicians and insurers depend on the
choice of the assay used and which study the laboratory applies
at any one time. Simple cut-off levels may thus be difficult to
justify in all cases.
(In)significance of a troponin value
In some scenarios (e.g. when a so-called ST-elevation MI (STEMI)
is suspected) troponin values are less relevant or even required
for a diagnosis. Some algorithms also suggest a single high
troponin reading (instead of a rise and/or fall). In these cases
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where a clinician does not require a rise and/or fall of cTn in
order to initiate treatment to prevent an acute MI from further
damage, insurers have to consider the overall clinical
presentation and treatment provided.

© Published with the permission of General Reinsurance Life
Australia Limited 2016

Pat
Pattern
tern of rise and fall
Troponin levels increase within a few hours after the onset of
heart muscle damage, peak after 24-48 hours and return to
normal over a period of several days. Consequently,
predictability of cTn levels and changes are influenced by late
admission to hospital as well as the use of an earlier generation
cTn assay. Insurers using definitions requiring a minimum cTn
elevation should include an alternative requirement or
otherwise address the fact that cTn rises and falls in a particular
pattern.
Test accur
accuracy
acy
Every test has a particular sensitivity (identifying a condition
amongst diseased people) and a particular specificity (producing
a negative test result in a healthy person). The hs-cTn assays are
particularly sensitive and thus useful in an uncertain emergency
situation where the focus is in ruling out a heart attack swiftly –
i.e. achieving a high negative predictability. Insurers, however,
want to rely on a test result that has a high positive
predictability.
No troponin information
The WHO suggests that whenever there is incomplete
information on cardiac biomarkers and other diagnostic criteria
needed, the term MI should be used if both a) symptoms of
ischaemia and b) development of unequivocal pathological Qwaves (on the ECG) are present.
How to solve this conundrum?
The clinical definition is not the silver bullet answer in terms of
objectivity and transparency. The purpose of the universal
definition is to make the right decision in an emergency
situation. Larger lump sum insurance benefits should be based
on the underlying medical condition and damage this has
produced. This would be more consistent with other Trauma
conditions.
Besides a moderate benefit based upon a clinical diagnosis an
additional benefit can be considered when the insured is
required to undergo further medical treatment, such as
angioplasty or bypass grafting surgery as it approximates the
extent of the underlying disease. Furthermore, the benefit level
could be tiered depending on the impact the heart attack has
had on the heart’s capacity to pump blood using the ejection
fraction.
While the idea of Trauma is simple, the underlying benefit
trigger is complex. Insurers cannot make simple what is complex
in nature. There are individual situations for which a definition
may not be perfect and this requires a claims team that can
understand the clinical presentation of a heart attack, knows
local guidelines and is prepared to go beyond the absolute
meaning of a definition and uses all information presented in a
holistic approach. Actuaries, too, need to appreciate weaknesses
of a clinical definition when pricing and designing an insurance
product.

See the original article here.
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"Perfectionism is our biggest weakness" Ian
Pollard tells Leadership Seminar
By Stephanie Quine
One of our greatest collective weaknesses is a strive for
perfectionism and imposing that on others, pioneering actuary
and Rhodes Scholar Ian Pollard told delegates at the
Institute's Leadership Development Seminar on Monday (8
August).

did pay a lot of attention to the big issues and try and work out
what they were," he said.

The half-day event played host to senior actuarial and industry
leaders who shared lessons from their leadership journeys.
Delegates were welcomed by the Actuaries Institute's Leadership
and Career Development Committee Convenor, Louise
Campbell, and the Seminar was facilitated by Senior Vice
President, Jenny Lyon.
Ian Pollard, who has been a director of more than 30 companies
(currently Billabong International and life reinsurer RGA
Australia) and Trevor Matthews, current non-executive director
of AMP, CoverMore and Bupa Australia and New Zealand were
interviewed by Mercer Chair Jan Swinhoe.
View the video here:
https://youtu.be/6aKMrUQTw-Y
Ian found he was good at teaching himself at university, and so
didn't learn until later in his career how important collaborating
with others was to success in business and learning itself.

Know your vision, and back yourself
Keynote speaker Marguerite Ryan emphasised the importance of
passion when sharing her (unintended) journey to leading a
charity she cofounded called 'Women for Women in Africa'
(WFWIA). WFWIA is helping to educate under-privileged children
from the Kibera slum in Nairobi.

"You can only go so far on your own," he said, adding that
"perfectionism, and imposing that on others, is one of our
greatest collective weaknesses".
"Part of leadership is to know what matters, make sure those
things are properly resourced and thought through, but then to
recognise that there are a whole range of other things where
you just have to get them done as effectively as you can, and
move on."
Trevor Matthews spoke of the overwhelming feeling he had as a
36-year old leader at Legal and General, and the importance of
genuinely caring about staff.
"The livelihood of those people and their families depended on
me and my team...but it worked because I really did care, I really
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"Most people interact with their super at a time of trauma. The
industry needs a lens in its call centres that recognises that," she
said.
"I behave in a way that puts the customer first and the
empowerment of the Australian community because that's what
my vision is."
Suzanne Smith, General Manager Group Insurance at MLC,
outlined her four career paths: prior to joining NAB's Wealth
business she held senior positions at ANZ, helped establish a
boutique global hedge fund, worked as a Commercial Property
Valuer for five years and also trained as a registered nurse.
"Having the courage to try something new is key to successful
leadership," said Suzanne.
"The ability to be OK with discomfort and the fact that you don't
know all the answers is important. You should be aiming for
roles that make you feel comfortably uncomfortable," she said.

Keynote speaker Marguerite Ryan

"It hasn't been an easy journey...we started out in a little room,
then we moved to containers," said Marguerite, adding that their
purpose was clear because "Kenya cannotsurvive without
education".
Delegates also heard from Jocelyn Furlan, a director and former
Chairperson of the Superannuation Complaints Tribunal for
eight years. Her presentation focused on the importance of
knowing and aligning everything to your vision, being authentic
and practising positive self-talk, in the mirror if you have to.

Suzanne Smith, General
Manager Group Insurance, MLC

Jocelyn Furlan, Principal, Furlan
Consulting

11 'design thinking' mindsets
Dr Jochen Schweitzer, Director of the MBA Entrepreneurship at
UTS next gave a presentation on disruptive leadership and
innovation.
"Cherish what makes you uncomfortable, it's your greatest
opportunity to learn. Some skills will always be learned, never
innate," said Jocelyn, going onto share her own vision and
gripes with the superannuation industry in Australia.

Jochen outlined 11 'design thinking mindsets':
1. Empathetic - walk in someone's shoes to really understand
where that shoe hurts
2. Collabor
Collaborative
ative - embrace diverse perspectives, not just the
ones you know will help you
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3. Inquisitive - curious and open to new perspectives: what is it
you don't know?
4. Mindful - of process and thinking modes
5. Experiential intelligence - know when it's time to experiment
6. Take Action - deliberately and overtly, rather than
overthinking
7. Consciously Creative
8. Open to Risk - accepting of uncertainty
9. Modelling Behaviour - something actuaries understand
10. Desire to make a Difference -determined to effect change
11. Critically Questioning

He described sending young actuaries on his team to assess
disabled people's needs, so they knew what the data they're
working with means in the "real world".
John urged actuaries to" be comfortable with the best data
you've got" and use that to run models; to get more and better
data
"Once you know your stuff, commit and be courageous," he said,
holding up his 1985 diagram of the NDIS structure.

One of the delegates at the Seminar, Chris Scheuber, reflects on
his key takeaway learnings here.
View Presentation Slides from the 2016 Leadership Development
Seminar.
A calculated approach to risk, experimenting and modelling
behaviour are all foundations of actuarial skills, said Jochen thoughts echoed by IAG General Manager Ron Arnold in his '7
E's of Innovation' presentation.
"Innovative leadership mindsets and behaviours are lived rather
than articulated in organisations," Jochen said.
"What you do as a leader is what matters most. We see most of
the (11) mindsets in practice, but not all at the same time."
The final speaker of the day was John Walsh AM, actuary to the
NSW Lifetime Care and Support Authority and Deputy Chair of
the National Health Performance Authority. John emphasised his
passion for and faith in younger generations to understand the
stories of the "people behind the data" and affect positive
change in the industry.
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Inspiring new generations of leaders
By Chris Scheuber
Chris Scheuber shares practical insights from the 2016 Actuaries
Institute Leadership Development Seminar.

From the Ground Up

Sometimes it can be difficult to get up on a Monday morning to
go to work. The interesting thing that I’ve noticed is that it’s not
really related to how tiring the weekend might have been, but
actually my motivation and excitement for the week ahead. So it
was really easy for me to get up on Monday 8 August as my
employer had given me the excellent opportunity to attend the
inaugural Actuaries Institute Leadership Development Seminar.

This course came at a perfect time for me as I recently took on a
role to manage a team of four bright enthusiastic colleagues,
and I’m keen to learn anything I can to help give them that
Monday morning excitement for achieving our team’s goals.
A valuable training session for me is one where I can listen,
apply my perspective / thoughts, and take away two to
three things that I can do differently. This session was definitely
beneficial and what better way to hold me to account than to air
my views to Actuaries Digital readers.

The key-note speaker was Mar
Marguerite
guerite Ryan, Chair of Women for
Women in Africa Foundation, which is a charity that is helping to
educate under-privileged children from the Kibera slum in
Nairobi. Her purpose was to inspire us and that she did. She
showed a provocative video which demonstrated how her
charity is making a difference to so many children’s lives. A key
take out for me was that leadership is not necessarily something
that you seek out or strive for (e.g. to become the CEO or
Chairperson of an organisation) but may be a by-product of
doing something you’re passionate about and something you
think you can help to improve. This is important to consider
when viewing our career (or other life pursuit) opportunities.
The rest of the morning was taken up by three plenaries
involving very experienced speakers.
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Actuaries as Leaders

Magoo Actuarial Consulting) spoke of his experiences including
his well-recognised service to the disability sector.

The first session was run as interview-style with Jan Swinhoe
interviewing ‘actuarial royalty’ (Jan’s words, and backed up by
their extremely impressive CVs) in Trevor Mat
Matthews
thews (Chairman
AMP Life) and Ian Pollard (Chairman, Billabong International and
RGA Reinsurance). The focus of this session was Actuaries as
Leaders.

The key take-out for me was what John coined “committed selfdoubt”. That is, the most important thing as a leader is to
maintain the scepticism and thoroughness we are taught as
actuaries, and balance that with being decisive based on the
information at hand. Then once the decision is made,
committing to it, and not letting the doubt lead to inaction.
So what will I do differently now? Firstly, I want to encourage a
team environment where feedback is actively sought and highly
valued. Secondly, I want to role-model committed self-doubt. I
want to thoroughly understand the available data including the
risks involved, formulate actions based on this information, and
most importantly commit to the course of action once the
decision is made.

There were a plethora of insights from these two very
experienced speakers, but I’ll highlight two key take-outs:
• That business is not perfect - our aim should not be for
perfection (nor to demand that from our teams) given the
environment and competing priorities. The aim should be to
be focussed, accurate and detailed on the material and
critical items, and accept more practical, less perfect solutions
on other items; and
• Senior people depend on those close to the detail to provide
constructive feedback and detailed information so that they
can manage effectively and make appropriately informed
decisions. Team members that demonstrate these skills can
show leadership even though they may not be in leadership
roles.

Stepping Up
The second plenary had two engaging speakers, Jocelyn Furlan
(Principal, Furlan Consulting) and Suzanne Smith (GM, MLC
Group Insurance) talking about stepping up into leadership
roles. Jocelyn began with how to prepare to step up and Suzanne
concluded with what to do once you’ve made the step up. They
both spoke from great experience and diverse backgrounds, as a
lawyer (in the case of Jocelyn) and nurse (for Suzanne) as their
initial occupations.

However, everyone’s perspective will be different. You may want
to refer to the Presentation Slides from the session, but better
yet I would recommend keeping an eye out for the 2017
Leadership Development Seminar. There is no better experience
than learning first hand from very experienced professionals.

Read more insights from the 2016 Leadership Development
Seminar in this article.

The key take-outs for me were:
• Always be prepared to step up - it won’t necessarily present
itself as an obvious opportunity, nor will it necessarily present
itself with sufficient notice. Being proactive is key and Jocelyn
gave some very practical tips on how to do this.
• “Don’t waste a crisis
crisis”” – Suzanne’s point was to learn from
every experience that you go through. It resonated with me
and I think it is even more important in a team environment. I
do a lot of personal reflection on how I can improve and it’s
important for me to now translate that into the team
environment and leverage the insightful thoughts of the team
so that we can collectively learn and improve.

Disruptive Leadership
The final plenary was about disruptive leadership. Dr Jochen
Schweitzer (Director, MBA Entrepreneurship, UTS
BusinessSchool) spoke first of a process to follow that
encourages creative thinking, and John W
Walsh
alsh AM (Principal,
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AI needs actuarial intelligence
By Stephanie Quine

Actuarial skills in
experimental design could
shape the way artificial
intelligence (AI) works and
drives business innovation, a
Seminar in Sydney has heard.

The telephone took 75 years to reach 100 million users (from
innovation and commercialisation in 1878); the mobile took 16
years; the World Wide Web seven; now social media, messaging
and gaming apps garner hundreds of thousands of users in just
months.
Ron said it was not enough for businesses to explore alternative
futures, they must envision the changes coming as a result of
trends and data points.

Ron Arnold told a GI Glimpse Seminar last week (4 August
2016) about ' The 7 E's of Innovation
Innovation'': key ways he believes
corporates can drive successful innovation.
"Customer and data insights-based innovation have the
potential to redefine insurance," said Ron, Group General
Manager of the Ventures function in IAG.

EXPL
EXPLORE:
ORE: discover new things about your customers and business
ENVISI
ENVISION:
ON: think about possible future scenarios
EXPERIMENT: test potential products, processes and propositions
EMBRA
EMBRACE:
CE: learn from failure and success
EXTEND: support and resource experiments to grow scale

Natasha De Souza (EY) facilitated GI Glimpse 2016. Pictured here
with Keynote Speaker Ron Arnold (IAG) and CEO of the Actuaries
Institute David Bell.

ENDURANCE: patience and perseverance to stick by and develop
innovation
ENDORSE: gain vocal support of company executives and senior
leaders
“Actuaries are well grounded in analytical and experiential
methods critical to generating great insights.”
Disruption is not new. But the time gap between innovation and
adoption has collapsed.

Mind-set over money
Running fast, cost-effective experiment
experiments testing propositions
centred on human and customer experience is key to
capitalising on potentially successful innovations.
Today corporates don’t have to place really really big bets and
spend tens and tens of millions of dollars on testing ideas, But
experimenting is difficult, it requires a certain skill set.
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Certain risks are increasing while, simultaneously, others are
decreasing. Autonomous cars may mean less frequent and
severe car accidents, but more frequent censor failure (product
liability), fraud, and cyber risk issues.

“You need ambidextrous people, comfortable in the land of
ambiguity and risk-taking, with an entrepreneurial bent. They’re
problem solvers; they’re resourceful; they’re making things
happen.”
This is where actuaries - who understand experimental design,
establishing and testing hypothesis - can help.
“They have great value to bring in helping the way government
and corporations think about experimentation,” said Ron.
But the profession itself must be agile and take calculated risks
to redefine its place in a marketplace obsessed with new ways to
analyse the plethora of data our devices now collect.
Actuaries must challenge their paradigms and expose
themselves to broader ways of thinking, said Ron.
“Artificial Intelligence (AI) could be perceived as a threat to
actuaries … at the same time it’s a massive opportunity for them
to drive and shape the way AI works and informs and generate
insights,” he said.
“Actuaries sit in a privileged position. They’re well trained, they
understand data and often get an executive seat within the
business where their advice is well-respected. They’re in one of
the few professions that has that privilege”
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What Insurers can learn from Pokémon Go!
By Amy Li

Actuarial analyst Amy Li outlines some of the weirder headlines
flowing on from various brands and insurers jumping on the
Pokémon GO bandwagon, and how the ‘gamification of exercise’
and augmented reality could transform insurance.
From the Israeli Defence Force banning all its personnel from
playing Pokémon GO in light of potential security risks to the
kids who accidentally crossed the border from Canada to the
USA in pursuit of Pokémon, the game has certainly made some
interesting headlines.
Pokémon GO has already been deemed the most popular
mobile game of all time. With over 21 million users each
spending an average of 45 minutes per day on the app,
Nintendo’s stock rose by a whopping $9 billion USD in only five
days[1].

All aboard the Pok
Pokémon
émon brand
brand
bandwagon
The game has become a worldwide phenomenon but what has
been fascinating to watch is how brands are using its popularity
to attract customers.
About a week into its release, I received an email from Kogan,
the online electronics retailer, advertising Pokémon GO ‘Power
Banks’[2] as the ultimate companion for the budding Pokémon
Master, who needs some extra Poké-juice to keep travelling
across the lands scouting ‘pocket monsters’. Evidently this type
of targeted marketing has worked in Kogan’s favour as its power
bank sales have increased by over 200% since the game’s
inception[3].
Local cafes and restaurants have also been quick to purchase
“lures” at $1.49 each to place on nearby PokéStops[4], attracting
players, and consequently more potential customers, to their
establishments. Food retailers in Circular Quay have seen a
spike in revenue in the recent winter months due to this very
tactic.
For players with a sweet tooth, The Pancake Parlour has
morphed into “Pokémon Parlour” in its latest promotion. Players
can spend the night playing the game with fellow trainers while
enjoying their favourite treat.

A slightly wilder business idea has emerged in the form of
“PokéDate”, a dating service promising to match you with
another player, so that you can walk together and stare at your
phones, and perhaps catch a rare Pokémon or two before
acknowledging each other’s presence and deciding to go on a
sans-Pokémon date.
Forget attracting customers, Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump
have both used the game to gain political favour among
constituents. Trump posted a simulation in which a Pokémon
version of Hillary is captured, with “stats” including “rigging the
system” and “lying to the American people” and whose next
evolution is “unemployed”.
Hillary proposed a tongue-in-cheek solution to encouraging
millennials to show up at the ballot box by suggesting “Pokémon
GO…. to the polls”. Her campaign volunteers took this as a
green light to set up voter-registration drives at PokéStops and
schedule official events where players can capture Pokémon,
and learn more about her campaign.
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Insurers lure Pok
Pokémon
émon tr
trainers
ainers
Agents from three major insurers in Hong Kong and Macau were
among the first to run social media advertisements for accident
insurance, publicising them as Pokémon GO insurance.
Russia’s largest bank and life insurer SbérBank took things a step
further by offering local players free personal injury cover of up
to 50,000 rubles (around $1,000 AUD) in the event they get hurt
while playing[5]. The company activated lures during working
hours at all 17,000 PokéStops near its branches so the fervent
Pokémon trainer might fortuitously run into its insurance offer.
It’s certainly a nifty way to encourage more visitors to the bank
and as CEO Maksim Chernin indicated, it has the added bonus of
inadvertently “improving financial literacy” too.
Medibank pioneered this idea in Australia through its
#generationbetter campaign. More recently, life insurer MLC
began piloting a smart watch device tracking users’ activity to
potentially provide discounts on policies where improvements in
lifestyle become apparent[7].
Given Pokémon GO has a built in pedometer which tracks where
the user is, and in addition, incentivises the avid Pokémon
trainer to walk as much as possible, it makes sense that the
more you play, the fitter you will become.
The gamification of exercise been shown to be highly effective in
getting people up and moving, at times more than a typical
exercise regime[8]. You could say Pokémon GO has already
become a fitness craze, with fitness band retailer Jawbone
claiming its Pokémon GO users logged 62.5% more steps in a
weekend whilst playing the game, compared to their usual
number of steps over a weekend[9].

UK specialist insurer Rows has also repackaged its mobile phone
insurance product to appeal to the Pokémon trainer. The aptly
titled “Pokédex Insurance” covers accidental damage, loss or
theft of one’s phone, and other mishaps which may result from
players colliding (or running into innocent bystanders) while in
pursuit of that elusive Dragonite.
Many consumers do not know that gadget insurance even exists
and others are unaware that standard home and contents
insurance often does not extend to walking wealth[6]. If nothing
else, insurers are gaining ample publicity and some fresh
business.

The gamification of exercise
The insurance industry is ripe for digital disruption Actuaries and
insurance professionals are well in tune with discussions on how
data insights and new technologies will affect the industry in
future.
Life and health insurers have a vested interest in keeping their
customers healthy, as ultimately, this benefits the insurer by
reducing the number of claims received.
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There is a distinct opportunity for insurers to begin employing
AR in even more creative ways. Perhaps Allianz’s idea could be
extended to scanning real buildings to point out potential risks
before prospective customers make a purchase, with policy
price reductions being factored in. Or maybe AR could be
applied to accelerate the motor-vehicle claims process: users
could point their phone at the car for it to detect collision history
and overlay details on areas requiring repair.
It is exciting to ponder the myriad of opportunities Pokémon GO
not only presents but also inspires, beyond the ability to capture
virtual critters. To all those out there spending their days
catching Pokémon, I wish you well in your quest to catch em’ all!
[1] http://bgr.com/2016/08/04/all-the-crazy-stats-aboutpokemon-go-collected-on-a-single-infographic/
With vast amounts of granular data in Niantic’s hands, insurers
could partner up with the developer to offer policy incentives or
discounts to players logging a certain amount of kilometres, or
even use the data to assist with claims validation.

[2] “Power banks” are otherwise known as portable phone
chargers
[3] http://www.skynews.com.au/tech/technews/2016/07/19/
pokemon-go-energises-portable-charger-sales.html

To take things further, imagine an insurer partnering up with
Niantic or a third-party to create its own wearable fitness
gamification device. Insurers would be engaging a wider
audience and tapping into a market segment (millennials) that
typically finds the very idea of insurance dull.

[4] For those who have yet to experience the game, a PokéStop is
any area of interest, e.g. a park, a shopping centre, a culturally
important spot, where a player can stop and collect free items
for use within the game.

Seeing is believing – the future of AR

[5] https://www.rt.com/business/351813-pokemon-go-sberbankinsurance/

Pokémon GO has increased awareness of an underutilised
functionality which has been present for some time: augmented
reality (AR).
So far, insurers have only dipped their toes into the possibilities
of AR which - if you’re not aware - involves superimposing digital
information on user surroundings in real time.
Allianz has created a haunted house to promote home and
contents insurance. As the user enters and points an iPad at
various objects, hazards come to life: an overflowing bathroom
sink flooding the house; an expensive vase breaking[10].

[6] http://store.mintel.com/consumers-and-gadget-insurance-ukseptember-2014?cookie_test=true
[7] http://www.smh.com.au/business/banking-and-finance/
watch-your-weight-mlc-offers-discounts-for-healthycustomers-20151104-gkqne0.html
[8] http://link.springer.com/chapter/
10.1007%2F978-3-319-20916-6_56#page-2
[9] http://mashable.com/2016/07/12/pokemon-gofitness/#m4czG7V888qP
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[10] See the full video of the AR experience here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avrvkZaphwo
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The Critical Line: Volume 5
By Dan Mayoh
Welcome to the next instalment of the Critical Line! Continuing
with the games theme of his previous blackjack related puzzle,
Dan Mayoh now turns our attention to the game of Mastermind.
For those not familiar with the game, it is a 2 player board game
where one player selects a 4-digit code using only the digits 1 to
6 (in the board game, six colours are used instead of digits but
for simplicity, we’ll work with digits here), and the other player
has to try and guess the code within a certain number of
guesses. Repetition of digits is allowed and after each guess, the
code-maker will score the guess (and hence reveal some
information about the code) via the use of black and white pegs.

The number of black pegs is the number of positions in which
the code and the guess exactly match – i.e. same digit in same
position. The number of white pegs is the number of digits
(excluding those digits that earned a black peg) that match
another digit in the code (excluding those that have already
given a black peg or a white peg) but are in the wrong order. The
score is given simply as a total number of black pegs and a total
number of white pegs. So if the score is 1 black, 0 white, we
don’t know if it is the first, second, third or fourth digit that
match.
For example:
Code is 4135, Guess is 1234. This will score 1 black peg (the third
position matches) and 2 white pegs (the first and second
position of the guess exist in the code, but in other positions).
Code is 3622, Guess is 2242. This will score 1 black peg (final
positon) and 1 white peg (one of the 2’s guessed in position 1
and 2 are in the code in position 3).
Code is 3622, Guess is 2222. This will score 2 black pegs, and 0
white pegs.

In the standard board game, the player guessing receives up to
12 guesses to correctly guess the code. It has been proven in
many places on the internet that this is more than enough, and
with an efficient algorithm the code can usually be guessed in no
more than 6 guesses. My challenge here takes a slightly different
approach.

The challenge
For each of these parts, assume that the code is randomly
selected from a uniform distribution of the 1296 (6*6*6*6)
possible options. There are three parts to the challenge, and
they increase in order of difficulty. Although it may not look like
it at first, Part 1 can be solved quite reasonably without the aid
of a computer.
Part 1. Let’s say you only get a maximum of two guesses and
your objective is to win the game (i.e. score 4 black pegs) as
often as possible within those two guesses. You will receive the
black peg / white peg score of your first guess before you make
your second guess. What should your first guess be, and what
are your odds of winning the game?
Part 2. The same situation as Part 1, except now you get three
guesses instead of two. However, you must nominate your
second guess BEFORE you receive the score of your first guess.
You will then receive the score of each of the first two guesses
before making your third guess. What should your first two
guesses be to maximise your chances, and what are your odds
of winning the game?
Part 3. As per Part 2, except this time you do receive the score of
the first guess before making your second guess. What is the
optimal strategy (if you can write it concisely) and what are your
odds of winning the game?

For your chance to win $50, send your solution to the
Mastermind puzzle to ActuariesMag@actuaries.asn.au
The Critical Line V
Vol.4
ol.4 Solution
There were 3 correct submissions to last month’s puzzle.
Congratulations to Mike Fowlds, Andrew Parker, and Will Turvey.
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The winner this month, in my subjective opinion, was Mike
Fowlds.
A Peculiar Process
Start with any string of (lowercase) letters. Create a new string
by following this process: remove the first letter of the string.
For every remaining letter of the string: if that letter is ‘z’, do
nothing. Otherwise, insert after that letter, the subsequent letter
of the alphabet.
For example, starting with the string ‘brazen’, after one iteration
the string becomes ‘rsabzefno’, after applying the process again
it becomes ‘stabbczeffgnoop’.
Demonstrate that given any finite length string, repeating this
process will eventually result in the empty string.
Solution
As you may expect, there is nothing particularly special about
our 26-letter alphabet. We can generalise this problem to an
alphabet of any size. Let
be an
alphabet of
letters. Given any string on
, the peculiar
process will remove the first letter of the string and after every
subsequent letter,
, will insert
unless
. We
proceed by induction on the number of letters in the alphabet.
Base Case: If
then our string is only a sequence of
.
The process only removes the first letter of the string which
reduces it to the empty string.
Inductive Step: Suppose the proposition is true for an alphabet
and consider any string from the alphabet
.
of size
Observe that no
with
will ever appear, nor will any new
appear as a result of applying the process to . Now, the
prefix of before the first
(or to the end of the string,
whichever is first), will be from an alphabet of
letters,
which will reduce to the empty string by the inductive
assumption. In the next iteration the leading
will be
removed, which reduces the total number of letters
in the
string. It follows by induction that will eventually be reduced
to the empty string
Further reading here.
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Do Actuaries have the skills to be Chief Analytics
Officers?
By Bill Konstantinidis

Actuaries have the mathematical, statistical and programming
skills to take a company’s data to the next level. But how do their
skills align to current Chief Analytics Officer (CAO) roles? Bill
Konstantinidis investigates the gaps and what courses on the
market can help bridge them.

It is the CAO’s role to provide new insights strategically to push
the business forward, rather than just being an order taker
delivering to internal stakeholders.

A Chief Analytics Officer (CAO) looks at all available data,
structured and unstructured, internal and external, across the
business and works out how it can be used to achieve a
competitive advantage.

Quotes from a job ad for ‘Vice President and CAO’ at Horizon
Blue Cross Blue Shield evidence this:

Some would say it's the ultimate 'big data' job.
The role sometimes includes what is known as a Chief Data
Office function; the process of consolidation of all data into an
easily digestible format for the organisation.
A sensible technological infrastructure is essential to allowing an
organisation to truly live the “data driven company” dream using
analytics.

This is a transformational change for most organisations.

“serving as the key strategist to shape and drive the
transformation of … core data and analytics strategies.”
“this is a transformational position”
“seeks a leader who can revolutionize the way data and analytics
are used to drive the organization.”
“develop and lead a consolidated enterprise strategy for
capturing, analyzing, and leveraging data across the organization
to drive financial performance, operational and network
efficiencies, healthcare quality, member engagement and
member satisfaction.”

What the CA
CAO
O Job A
Ad
d asks for
CAO is a potential actuarial career path but the current
requirements of the role must be examined carefully. There are
three key elements I see as key to any CAO role:
DRIVE STRA
STRATEGY
TEGY

TRANSFORM

Targeting the elusive “single customer view” is one strategy. The
collection and analysis of data to assist all aspects of the value
stream is another.

Driving data and analytics strategy

A need to transform and change an organisation

ENHANCE C
COMP
OMPANY-WIDE
ANY-WIDE Utilising data across the organisation
aspects of the organisation to add
PERFORMANCE
value to improve performance across
all aspects of the organisation
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What do A
Actuaries
ctuaries have that is
aligned to the needs for a CA
CAO
O?

Best practice for customer-centric data design
Unstructured data structure and techniques

Qualifications

Analytics

Tools

Actuarial qualifications are valued in the list
of candidates included amongst the usual
mathematics based and information system
degrees
Strong analysts in an insurance context
covering multivariate modelling of large data
sets, knowledge of and application of
statistical techniques

Visualisation

Change
Management

Knowledge of the various visualisation
techniques and tools and their cost
Lack of Change management skills
Known as contributors to strategy rarely
drivers
Lobbying and toolkit to sell the strategies up
the line and to the rest of the organisation

Foundational programming skills
Use of statistical packages and modelling
tools

Philosophy

Problem Solving An ability to apply analytical techniques to
Toolkit
new environments
Good problem solvers

Predictive analytics – appreciation and
understanding of prescriptive models eg selfadapting models – Diagnostic, Descriptive,
Predictive and Prescriptive
Knowledge Management

Security

Exposure to some transferable models eg.
customer churn

Data security and privacy and laws around the
use of data
Data management and access control

Analytics in financial and insurance data
Judgement and Decision-making
Legal

Knowledge and appreciation of some of the
laws surrounding data

Controls

Understanding of the needs, importance and
use of control frameworks

Delivery

Planning and Project management across
multiple functions

Areas of suggested learning for Actuaries:

What do A
Actuaries
ctuaries lack?
Knowledge

Tools

Lack of context outside insurance processes
such as HR, operational, quality control,
internet traffic. This may slow to identify
appropriate solutions to business problems.
Many don’t understand the techniques and
tools of the new data science world and the
cost and benefits of those solutions

•
•
•
•

Change management frameworks
Knowledge of Data storage methods
Knowledge of technology, processing costs and risks
Knowledge of data protection and security technologies
particularly when scaling data across the organisation
• General Knowledge management
• Big Data technologies and techniques
Examples of problems that may need Actuaries to broaden
their Knowledge:
• How do I optimise marketing spend?
• What makes a good branch manager?
• Call centre optimisation – how do I minimise waste and
absenteeism?
• How do I improve the quality of data?
• How can I use my digital internet data to optimise my
customer purchases?

Lack of advanced programming and
knowledge of available tools and their uses

Masters Progr
Programs
ams on the mark
market
et

Business Intelligence systems, structures and
delivery options and their costs

Data analytics is a space where a number of Masters programs
have sprouted up to upskill professionals. Here are three
Masters degrees currently on the market:

Web technologies
Data

Knowledge of Big Data structuring, hosting
and processing and costing

University

Progr
Program
am

Estimated Cost

RMIT

Master of Analytics

$40,000
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MBS
UT
UTSS

Master of Business Analytics
Master of Data Science and
Innovation

$45,000

Click for detailed Masters Course outlines
SOL
SOLUTI
UTION:
ON:
The list of courses offered in each of the above programs is
listed below including core and electives. There are many
subjects which align with actuarial training though there are a
number which address areas of security, big data and databases.
I think one thing missing from the below is the change
management process – how to present the benefits, bring the
organisation on the journey, and shape strategy and knowledge
management.

RMIT Master of Analytics Estimated at
$40,000
Multivariate Analysis
Techniques
Advanced
Programming
Programming
Fundamentals
Algorithms and
Programming
Industrial Research
Analysis Analysis of
Techniques
Methods Industrial
Categorical Data
Questionnaire and
Research Project
Analysis of Large
Information Systems Research Design
Data Sets Applied
Security Information Regression Analysis
Bayesian Statistics
Theory for Secure
Big Data
Scripting Language
Communications
Infrastructures
Programming Sports
Analytics
Introduction to
Big Data Processing
Statistical Computing
Data Mining
Statistical Inference
Introduction to
Statistics
Data Visualisation
Statistics of Quality
Mathematical
Database Concepts
Control and
Modelling and
Database Systems
Performance
Decision Analysis
Forecasting
Analysis
Methods and Models
Minor Thesis
of Operations
Systems Simulation
Research
Time Series Analysis
Game Theory and its
Applications GIS
Fundamentals

MBS Master of Business Analytics
Estimated at $54,000

Introduction to
Business Problems
Foundations of
Business Analytics
Computing and
Programming for
Business Problems

Statistical Learning 2
Data Visualisation
Predictive Analytics
Text and Web
Analytics

Customer churn/
loyalty

$54,000

Marketing-mix
optimisation Credit
risk
Employee selection,
retention and
training

Personal Effectiveness
Analysis of social
Program (PEP)
media or other
Data Warehousing Industry Practicum
unstructured data

Decision Making
and Optimisation
Statistical Learning
Logistics and supply
1
chain Forecasting
Advanced Business demand
Analytics
Optimal product or
category portfolio

sources Business
Analytics
Applications Finance
Analytics
Marketing Analytics
Supply Chain
Analytics Business
Case Study

UTS Master of Data Science and
Innovation Estimated at $45000
Data Science for
Innovation
Cloud Computing and
Statistical Thinking
Software as a Service
for Data Science
Data, Algorithms
Data Visualisation and
Planning and
and Meaning
Visual Analytics Digital
Evaluating Health
Experience Design
iLab 1
Services Privacy and
Surveillance: Law
Digital Forensics
Project Managing
and Policy
Data Driven
Enterprise Application
Solutions
Project
Development Using
Communication, HR
Cloud Platforms
Data Visualisation
and Stakeholders
and Narratives
Epidemiology and
Data Driven
Project Management
Population Health
Decision Making
Principles Project
Fundamentals of Data
iLab 2
Time and Cost
Analytics Internet
Management Quality
Programming
Advanced Data
Control
Analytics
Introduction to
Algorithms
Quality Planning and
Biostatistics
Advanced
Analysis Quality and
Investigative Research
Database
Operations
in the Digital
Management
Environment
Advanced
Systems
Interaction Design
Judgment and
Advanced Software
Research for
Decision Making
Modelling Building
Communication
Linear Algebra
Intelligent Agents
Professionals
Business
Managing Projects
Seminar (Statistics)
Intelligence
Marketing Research
Mathematical
Statistics for
Business
Statistics
Quantitative Finance
Intelligence 2:
Advanced Planning Modern Analysis with Stochastic Calculus in
Finance Systems
Applications
Business
Thinking for
Multivariate Data
Intelligence
Managers
Analysis Network
Modelling and
Technology Research
Security
Analysis
Methods Using
Neural Networks and Health Care Data for
Business
Fuzzy Logic Numerical Decision Making
Intelligence and
Analysis for
Analytics Business
Web Technologies
Quantitative Finance
Intelligence for
Decision Support Numerical Methods of
Business Systems
Design

Finance
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An Institute Course
Data science is emerging as a stream in actuarial study
programs around the world. Masters degrees can be quite
expensive and, as an alternative, the Actuaries Institute could
potentially provide valuable courses at a cheaper cost. The
Institute's Data Analytics Working Group (DAWG) is investigating
this and can provide a range of useful resources and a network
for interested actuaries.
In the meantime, should actuaries keen to upskill in data
analytics start doing these Masters programs to help them own
this space? I believe absolutely yes.
While the Institute refines its strategy on data analytics and
designs programs in line with industry demands, actuaries
should look to capitalise on this emerging field.
As Ron Arnold told our GI Glimpse Seminar this week: actuaries
sit in a privileged position, we are well trained in experimental
design and we understand data, we often get an executive seat
within a business and are respected for our advice.
With data-driven insights already transforming insurance and
the industries actuaries work in, now is the time to rethink our
roles, skill set and value proposition.
Please don't hesitate to get in touch with the DAWG to find out
more, and add your comments on this topic below.
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Wealth Management Investment Competition
2016-2017
By Martin Hickling

In this year’s Investment Competition we asked you to act as an
Investment Analyst / Economist and respond to 20 demanding
propositions. The competition closed for entries on 15 July. We
had 163 participants who were looking to help their Portfolio
Manager boss and to win bragging rights (and some fantastic
prizes) across the Actuarial profession!

• The Australian 10-yr government bond yield should remain
below 2.0%
• It is harder to call where Australian inflation-linked bonds will
trade, but there may be modest downside from 0.90%
• We have no idea if Greek bond yields are going up or going
down!

The ‘‘wisdom
wisdom of actuarial crowds
crowds’’

Scaling factors for each proposition

The key messages to the Portfolio Manager for the next financial
year based on the majority views from participants were:

Each proposition is scaled depending on the responses from
participants in the competition, somewhat like a parimutuel
betting pool. The scaling factor used for each proposition is: the
sum of all ‘yes’ and ‘no’ answers divided by the number of
correct answers. Those participants with correct answers for a
proposition will be given one point multiplied by that
proposition’s scale factor. Incorrect answers will be given a score
of zero points. Any ‘unsure’ answers do not affect the scale
factor and will be allocated one point for that proposition.

• The oil price doesn’t have much chance of rising above
US$75.00/bbl
• The Japanese 10-yr bond yield is highly likely to remain
negative
• The S&P ASX 200 price index is expected to remain under
6,000
• There is not much chance that 5-yr credit spreads in Australia
will blow out to more than 200bp
• It is quite unlikely that Australian house prices will fall by
more than 5%
• The iron ore price is expected to stay above US$40/t
• The Japanese economy is not expected to fall into near
recession
• Melbourne weekend residential auction clearance rates will
remain above 65% next Autumn
• US equities are expected to perform solidly, with the S&P 500
index expected to rise to above 2,200
• The AUD/USD exchange rate won’t see a lot of downside and
should remain above 68.0 cents.
• China is unlikely to see a manufacturing recession with the
PMI holding above 47.0
• Volatility on the Australian equity market is likely to remain
modest at under 20.0
• The RBA is unlikely to cut rates more than once in the
financial year
• The Fed is unlikely to raise rates more than once in the
financial year
• CBA is expected to be a better performer than BHP
• The US unemployment rate is expected to remain below 5.0%
• The gold price is expected to remain below US$1,500

Based on the 163 responses, the following table shows the
scaling factors for each proposition:
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The responses to the proposition of a sharp rise in the gold price
were correlated at 0.22 with the proposition of a steep rise in
the oil price. The responses to the gold price rise proposition
had a 0.22 correlation with the responses to the proposition that
Japanese GDP would be below 0.5%; and a 0.21 correlation with
the proposition for a pick-up in Aussie credit spreads to above
200bp.
The two propositions with responses that had no correlation
above +/- 0.20 with the responses of any other proposition were
that CBA would outperform BHP, and that the S&P ASX 200 VIX
would trade above 20.0.
Bulls and Bears

The correlations and other details
The survey had 163 participants, including an encouraging 19
participants from outside Australia. We had two pairs of
identical responses. Interestingly each of those two pairs had 17
‘No’ responses. One participant, probably an ‘index-tracker’ type,
had 20 ‘unsure’ responses. They are now guaranteed to get a
‘market-index’ 20 points. Generally, however, participants were
pretty sure about their views, with the average number of
‘unsure’ responses of 1.3, with a median of 0.

For the basis of this analysis, and nothing to do with the
competition, I have allocated the ‘yes’ responses to each
proposition as ‘bullish’ or ‘bearish’. Some are pretty clear, such
as if equity markets are to rise, others are more subjective – for
example I have assessed a sharp rise in the gold price as
‘bearish’. Overall, I identified 16 of the ‘yes’ responses to
propositions as ‘bearish’ and 4 of the ‘yes’ responses to
propositions as ‘bullish’. The four ‘bullish’ ones were the rise in
Australian equities, the rise in US equities, the rise in the oil
price and the rise in the Fed target rate.
Overall the participants to the survey were assessed at
moderately bullish with a median of two more ‘bullish’
responses than ‘bearish’ responses.
This scatterplot shows the distribution of bearish / bullish
responses.

Participants were most ‘unsure’ about if the S&P ASX 200 VIX
index would trade above or below 20.0, with 28 participants
responding as ‘unsure’. The next proposition with the most
‘unsure’ responses was if the Aussie iTraxx credit default index
would be trading above or below 200. These are both relatively
new contracts to the Australian financial market so there may be
some element of lack of familiarity. Participants were least
‘unsure’ to the proposition that the oil price would trade above
US$75/bbl with only three participants responding ‘unsure’ to
that proposition.
The correlations between responses were strongest for the
interest rate propositions. There was a 0.42 correlation between
the responses for the propositions relating to the Australian
10-yr government bond yield and the inflation linked bond yield;
and a similarly strong 0.42 correlation between the responses
for the propositions relating to the Australian 10-yr government
bond yield and the RBA cash rate.
Interestingly the strongest correlations to the responses to the
proposition for a sharp rise in Australian credit spreads were a
0.31 correlation to the proposition of a fall in the iron ore price;
a 0.29 correlation to the proposition for a rise in the US
unemployment rate; a 0.28 correlation to the proposition of a
fall in Australian house prices; a 0.21 correlation to the
proposition of a rise in the gold price above US$1500; and -0.24
correlation to the proposition that Japanese 10-yr bond yields
will remain negative.

The competition was open for entries between 24 June and 15
July 2016. The Brexit vote was held within this period. There was
not any negative correlation between ‘bullishness’ and the
timing of entries. If anything there was a slight 0.09 positive
correlation between ‘bullishness’ and the number of days into
the competition when an entry was made.
Summary
Your Portfolio Manager boss is now well positioned to take
advantage of the ‘wisdom of actuarial crowds’ and to make some
insightful investment decisions. It is now just a matter of time to
see which participants have ‘called it well’ and who ‘bombs out’.
Your bonus is on the line. And remember your job is your bonus!

The proposition for Greek 10-yr bond yields to trade above 8.0%
was most strongly correlated at 0.28 with the proposition that
Australian inflation-linked bonds would trade below 0.90%.
There was also a 0.20 correlation with responses to the
proposition that Melbourne auction clearance rates would fall
below 65%. It's often said Melbourne has the largest Hellenic
population outside of Greece!
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